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Abstract

We show a new, data-driven method for
geolocating single tweets based on the ge-
ographical variance of their tokens. While
more than half of German tweets do not
contain reliable textual indicators of their
location, our method can locate 40% of
tweets very accurately, up to a distance of
7km (median) or 93km (mean).

1 Introduction

Twitter data is interesting for many NLP applica-
tions because of its abundant metadata. This in-
cludes geolocation data (GPS coordinates), indi-
cating where the tweet’s author was located at the
time of writing. Geolocation information is impor-
tant for the detection of regional events, the study
of dialectal variation (Eisenstein, to appear 2015),
and many other possible applications. However,
not all users allow the public distribution of their
location data, and in some language communities,
geolocated tweets are very rare. For example, only
about 1% of German tweets contain a location, and
these come from an even smaller number of users
that allow this feature (Scheffler, 2014).

In this paper we introduce an approach to re-
cover a geolocation of origin for individual tweets
using only the text of the tweet. This allows the
enrichment of Twitter corpora that do not contain
sufficient geo information, even for unseen users
or users who never share their location. This is
important since many users (e.g. in Germany)
use made-up or false locations in their user pro-
file field. We use geo-tagged tweets in order to
derive a lexicon of regionally salient words, which
can then be used to classify incoming tweets.

2 Related Work

Geolocation of Twitter messages can be based on
the user’s location as indicated in the profile, or

a tweet’s GPS location. Text-based geolocation
does not take user information into account. Pre-
vious approaches however commonly aggregate
all of a user’s tweets (Cheng et al., 2010; Wing
and Baldridge, 2014) or conversations including
replies (Chandra et al., 2011) to determine one lo-
cation. Some researchers have instead attempted
to directly derive location-specific words or di-
alectal variation from geotagged tweets (Eisen-
stein et al., 2010; Eisenstein, to appear 2015;
Gonçalves and Sánchez, 2014), using GPS loca-
tions or user profile locations.

(Pavalanathan and Eisenstein, 2015) compared
the data sets obtained by user profile and GPS ge-
olocation of tweets, respectively, and show that
they differ significantly with respect to demo-
graphics and linguistic features. (Graham et al.,
2014) show that user profile information is only
rarely a reliable indicator of the location of the
user, more than half of profiles containing empty
location fields, unhelpful locations (“earth”) or di-
verging user profile and GPS information.

In a previous paper (Scheffler et al., 2014),
we first attempted to geolocate individual tweets
based only on that tweet’s text, using predefined
“dialect” regions in Germany as our goal. In that
work, we also discussed a thesaurus-based ap-
proach using an existing list of known dialectal
words as seed words. That approach was vastly
inferior to a method that automatically induces
regionally salient words from geo-tagged tweets.
The current paper shows a completely new, data-
driven solution to that problem.

3 Approach

It is important to note that there are at least two
distinct sources for regionally distinctive language
in a tweet: (i) the current location of the author,
which leads to the use of local event and place
names, and (ii) the dialectal region of origin of the
author, which yields regionally salient dialectal
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expressions. In principle, these two sources are in-
dependent of each other (think of an Austrian trav-
elling to Berlin). However, using current meth-
ods, neither we nor any of the previous work can
systematically distinguish these two types of geo-
graphic origin of a tweet. In this work, we assume
that for statistical purposes, most users are located
close to their region of origin and thus do not ad-
dress this problem further. However, this may lead
to discrepancies in individual cases where a user is
either travelling or writes about a distant location.

Further, for evaluation purposes we regard the
GPS metadata information provided by Twitter as
gold location data for our corpus. This is in line
with previous approaches, but potentially biases
the algorithm towards case (i) above – the current
location of the tweet author. Dialect origin infor-
mation is a lot harder to obtain, but could poten-
tially be gathered through surveys or in an unsu-
pervised or bootstrapping manner.

Data Our corpus consists of 65 mio. tweets that
have been collected through the Twitter API be-
tween February and May 2015, by filtering the
Twitter stream using a keyword list of common
German words (Scheffler, 2014). Language iden-
tification was carried out using LangID (Lui and
Baldwin, 2012). Further, we extracted only tweets
that were geo-tagged and located in Germany,
Switzerland or Austria. To remove bots we man-
ually created lists of suspicious user ids and ig-
nored messages containing the words ‘nowplay-
ing’ or ‘4sq’. We tokenized the lower-cased
tweets, removed numbers, URLs, user-mentions
and most special characters. After removing the
‘#’-character, hashtags remain in the tweets since
they can provide useful information about local
events. Only 360k tweets (0.55% of all collected
documents) fulfilled our criteria. We then ran-
domly extracted 1000 messages each for testing
and development.

Background Our method is based on the obser-
vation that tokens are not used at all locations with
the same frequency. Hence, there must exist a
function that describes the probability that a to-
ken is used in a tweet at given coordinates. Ad-
ditionally, we assume that these probabilities are
distributed around a specific location at which the
probability of the token is the highest.

We have discovered that in contrast to com-
mon words that are used uniformly throughout, re-

Figure 1: PDF of tokens in tweet (1): regional
words berlin (blue), hhwahl (green); highly lo-
cal word nordbahnhof (red); common words (yel-
low). Position of the tweet marked by a white
cross.

gional words like city names are used in an area
with a diameter of 50-150km by many users. The
highest level of information is provided by local
terms denoting for example local events or street
names that are only used a few times, but at a very
narrow location. This distinction can be observed
by printing the probability density function (PDF)
of the tokens in tweet (1), see Figure 1.

(1) balken gucken und so hhwahl pa
nordbahnhof in berlin

The common tokens (balken, gucken, und, so,
pa, in) are drawn in yellow. They are so widely
distributed that they cover the whole of Germany
and are not providing any local information that
could help classify the tweet. The regional word
hhwahl, denoting an election in Hamburg, is illus-
trated in green and the density function of the other
regional word berlin is drawn in blue around the
location of the city. Finally, the word nordbahn-
hof has only been observed close to that station in
Berlin and is therefore a local word (red). In fact,
the tweet was sent within a distance of only 4km.
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Classification method The tweet in (1) illus-
trates the importance of finding a parameter to dis-
tinguish common and widespread words from re-
gional and local tokens. Additionally, we need
a method to weight the remaining tokens so that
highly local words are given more significance
than less concrete regional words. We use the vari-
ance of the probability distribution of a token as a
score that can be used to solve both our problems.

Since the variance describes how widespread
the data points are, regional or local words that
appear only in a small area will have a low vari-
ance, while variance is high for common words
or even low-frequent words like typos that are not
regionally biased. First, we use the variance as a
threshold to remove common words from tweets
and calculate the geographical midpoint of the re-
maining tokens. We found that the median for a to-
ken position outperforms the mean especially for
infrequent terms, since it marks an actual coordi-
nate where the token was used.

An analysis of our data reveals the importance
of low-variance local terms. If a tweet contains
one of these highly local tokens, the tweet’s po-
sition is almost entirely determined by that to-
ken’s median position and any influence of other
tokens would worsen our score. Secondly, we
therefore weight the individual tokens by their in-
verse variance �

�1, so that very local tokens re-
ceive an extremely high score and overshadow all
other words. If a tweet on the other hand contains
exclusively regional words, their inverse variance
is not too high so all of them have an influence on
the position.

Algorithm The median position and the vari-
ance for each token in a tweet is calculated based
on the coordinates of all tweets in the training cor-
pus in which they are used. Note that we are con-
verting the longitude and latitude information pro-
vided by Twitter to three-dimensional Cartesian
coordinates. Since longitude and latitude are pro-
jections on a sphere, the calculation of midpoints
and distances becomes less error prone this way.
Therefore, we are from now on regarding median
and variance values as vectors.

Equation (2) shows the calculation of the loca-
tion of a tweet t with tokens t0, ..., tn, their vari-
ance values ~�0, .., ~�1 and their median ~m0, .., ~m1.

Loc(t) =
Pn

i=0 ~�i
�1 ⇤ ~miPn

i=0 ~�i
�1 (2)

Figure 2: Left: Mean coordinates of all tokens.
Right: Only regional tokens under the assumption
that 25% of all tokens are regionally salient.

4 Results and Discussion

Filtering Step It is clear that some tweets are
unsuitable for geolocation using only their text.
This is due to the fact that a majority of tokens are
so common that they carry no information about
any location whatsoever. As a consequence, the
original position of tweets that contain only these
irrelevant tokens cannot be recovered from the text
alone. To make things worse, any attempt to do so
will lead to unjustified confidence in the calculated
position and will result in an unreliable algorithm.

Figure 2 shows the mean coordinates for all to-
kens in the corpus on the left, while in the right
graphic only the top 25% of tokens (by lowest
variance) remain. The blob in the center of Ger-
many are those meaningless tokens that are re-
moved with a decreasing variance threshold. For
this reason, we are deliberately filtering a number
of tokens that are lacking reliable information and
consequently accept a high amount of unclassifi-
able tweets for the sake of accuracy.

Experiments The determination of a variance
threshold for common words can be seen as an es-
timate of the ratio of regional tokens in the cor-
pus. For example, a threshold of 30% means that
we regard the 30% of the tokens with the lowest
variance as regional and remove all other words.
Figure 3 displays these scores for different param-
eter estimates of the percentage of regional words
(x-axis). As expected, the geolocation error (mea-
sured in distance to the true location) decreases
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Figure 3: The mean and median distance in km
between the predicted and the true metadata coor-
dinates of a tweet.

with a stronger threshold, as the amount of un-
classifiable tweets grows. We can make out three
stages that correspond to our classification of to-
kens: The first notable improvement of the score
happens when the most frequent of the common
words are removed at about 70%. In the next stage
widespread regional words are gradually removed
and at about 30%-40%, most tweets rely exclu-
sively on local words.

Even though the distance median drops below
10km at 43%, the mean distance stays relatively
high. We explain this gap by a few tweets whose
predicted location is hundreds of kilometers away
from their true metadata position. As discussed
above, this can happen either when tweets men-
tion distant events or locations, or when people
travel away from their dialect regions and use di-
alectal expressions in tweets. Since we compare
the predicted location with the GPS metadata from
Twitter (our “gold” data), our method cannot avoid
these problems. On the other hand, some tokens
are wrongly classified as local or regional due to
their infrequent appearance in our small training
corpus and therefore the accuracy will increase
with a bigger data set. Table 1 shows the geolo-
cation errors as well as the number of classified
tweets for different variance parameter thresholds
of regional words.

We have also analyzed which tokens are clas-

Threshold Mean Median #Tweets
100 212km 196km 1000

75 207km 188km 988
50 116km 36km 377
40 93km 7km 306
30 55km 1.56km 233
20 47km 0.06km 139
10 12km 0.00km 84

Table 1: Results of geolocation algorithm for dif-
ferent variance estimates: “Threshold”=ratio of
‘regional’ words (by variance), error distances to
the true location, and number of classified tweets
(N=1000) are given.

sified as local or regional for certain cities, as
shown in Table 2. In Berlin and Essen for exam-
ple, mostly street or district names are revealing,
while in Zurich dialectal words are dominating.

Finally, we created a score to compare our re-
sults to the ones from a previous paper (Schef-
fler et al., 2014), where the German speaking area
was manually divided into seven regions, and suc-
cess was measured by the percentage of tweets
correctly classified into these regions. To achieve
a rough comparison, we used a clustering algo-
rithm on randomised data to create seven regions
that cover an equally large area. In (Scheffler et
al., 2014) a threshold was used to remove com-
mon words and only 20% of all tweets were clas-
sified, resulting in 53% correctly classified tweets.
When adjusting our method to this threshold, we
accurately classify 86% of tweets into the correct
region, a large improvement. However, since the
previous paper used a different dataset, the results
are still not directly comparable.

In summary, this paper introduces a new, lan-
guage independent, highly accurate approach to
geolocating single tweets based on the geograph-
ical variance of words in the corpus. The method
can be further augmented by user-oriented ap-
proaches in order to improve recall.

5 Future Work

The task opens up many avenues for future re-
search. Most importantly, the differentiation of
the two essentially distinct sub-tasks – identify-
ing the location and dialect origin of the author
– must be addressed, although this will require
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Berlin Zurich Essen
kadewe tagi rheinische
kudamm uf hattingen
alexanderplatz het herne
friedrichshain isch westfalen
brandenburg scho ddorf
fernsehturm au ruhr
dit zuerichsee thyssenkrupp
morjen gseh duisburg

Table 2: Notable local tokens with low variance
and high frequency in Berlin, Zurich, and Essen.

more complex models. A resource for location
words such as OpenStreetMap might help here.
Another obvious improvement, also suggested by
a reviewer, is the training of the words’ signifi-
cance weights by machine-learning methods (in-
stead of fixing them to the variance). Finally, it
is still unclear how much the algorithm overfits
to certain frequent and predictable tweeters, like
bots. Frequently-tweeting bots may on the one
hand hurt performance, since the model falsely as-
sociates all its words with the bot’s location. On
the other hand, this may also help if the test data
also includes tweets from the same source. This
behavior can be tested by evaluating the system on
sufficiently different material (e.g., from a differ-
ent point in time (Rehbein, p.c.)), and mitigated by
developing methods to exclude non-natural tweets
during preprocessing.
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